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SYNOPSIS
Various studies have been done in recent years on unmanned solar-powered aircraft for non-stop flight at
a specified location or area. However, if an unmanned solar-powered aircraft (SUAV) able to achieve a
non-stop flight around the world, it may lead to the possibility of a pseudolite (i.e., pseudo-satellite)
operation. These SUAVs capable of operating as a satellite enables sustainable aviation that provides
cheaper communication accessibility especially to those countries still under development. In order to
achieve continuous flight, SUAV collects energy from sunlight during day time and store up the excessive
energy in battery for power consumption during night. The excess energy for night usage must be
sufficient to sustain the flight, which requires extensive data simulation and analysis. Here, the total
energy collected is highly subjected to the 1) available solar irradiance intensity, 2) latitude, longitude, and
altitude of the operating location, 3) efficiency and positioning of the solar module system, 4) aircraft flight
performance characteristic and also 5) aircraft mission path planning. However, the first elements stated
are beyond control when the cloud cover over the sky of operating area affects the available solar
intensity. Apart from that the geological coordinate positioning and its altitude also a rigid factor in this
study. Thus, in recent years, more focus has been given to improve flight endurance by optimizing aircraft
performance and also planning the mission flight. Nevertheless, no work has been done to study the solar
irradiance intensity along the flight path. Therefore, this investigation analyses solar irradiance intensity
data worldwide at each hour over 24 hours in order to plan a delicate flight path and achieve non-stop
flight. Hence, a worldwide database for solar irradiance intensity and digital elevation data has been
developed. The flight path optimization generally targets for the battery status along the flight path to
maintain the minimum required power to sustain level flight together with ground elevation. At the
moment, two flight patterns namely zigzag and spiral were formulated in preliminary work, where the
zigzag has outperformed the spiral pattern. This simulation also takes into account the effect by varying
the starting flight time, and also the time taken for one complete cycle every region of the world. Analyses
show that the significant parameters in non-stop solar-powered flight are the flying altitude, flying velocity,
solar panel efficiency, battery capacity, and flight pattern. The findings show that in order to sustain a non-
stop flight around the world, it is recommended to fly with altitude around 1km, velocity with minimum
power required (21km/hr.), highest available solar panel efficiency (45%) and battery capacity (441Whr).
Besides, results also identified the date and time of beginning a mission is a crucial factor for a successful
continuous flight. In summary, the energy management for SUAV is the crucial strategy to enable non-stop
flight around the world.
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